NZ4U2U Caravan Hire
Operating your fridge.
Your fridge can operate on gas or electricity. DO NOT select the battery option – it is a UK function. If your
fridge operates on the battery option you will drain your house battery very quickly
If you have fridge A your fridge will have a source selector knob, a thermostat knob, an ignitor button and a gas
operational indicator. Select either a gas (flame icon in the 6 o’clock position) on the selector knob or electrical
(plug icon in the 2 o’clock position) on the selector knob. Your fridge must be off while in transit.
If you have fridge B turn your fridge on by depressing the ‘on’ button for 2 seconds, use the mode button to
select the power source and use the thermostat button to select the temperature. Depress the on button for
4 seconds to turn the fridge off. You do not need to use an ignitor to ignite the gas this happens electronically
if you select the gas option.
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If you wish to run the fridge off electricity you must ensure the caravan is plugged into a 240 volt electrical
source via the electrical cable. Set the source selector to the electrical plug icon and use the thermostat selector
to set the temperature to the appropriate setting.
If you wish to run the fridge off gas, you must ensure the caravan’s gas bottle is connected and gas is available.
Set the source selector to the gas flame option and the set the temperature to maximum. For fridge A you
must simultaneously depress the thermostat button and the gas ignitor button. You will hear the ignitor
clicking as it attempts to light. You will know the fridge has ignited successfully when you see the red line go
across into the green area on the indicator panel. Note, sometimes you may need to depress the buttons
several times and hold them for 10-20 seconds as it can take time for the gas to come through the line. The
fridges can be temperamental and take some time to light, so be patient.
Your fridge is small and can take several hours to cool down especially in hot weather. You can check it is
working by placing your hands on the fins at the back of the cooler box.
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